FINISH

- Brushed Nickel - 09
- Antique Bronze - 20

ALSO IN

- Bath
- Ceiling Fan

PAIR WITH

- 5-Light Drum Shade

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE

P3748-09 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
12-1/2" dia., 10-3/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 24", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT PENDANT

P3914-09 Brushed Nickel
15" dia., 20-5/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 66", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4440-09 Brushed Nickel
18 1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4441-09 Brushed Nickel
20-1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4627-09 Brushed Nickel
27-3/4" dia., 20-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4734-09 Brushed Nickel
19-1/2" dia., 16-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 61", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4735-09 Brushed Nickel
23" dia., 17-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 62", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT

P5113-09 Brushed Nickel
4" dia., 5-3/4" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain or stem 63", wire 8'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

PAIR WITH

- 5-Light Drum Shade

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE

P3748-20 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
12-1/2" dia., 10-3/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 24", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT PENDANT

P3914-20 Antique Bronze
15" dia., 20-5/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 66", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4440-20 Antique Bronze
18 1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4441-20 Antique Bronze
20-1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4627-20 Antique Bronze
27-3/4" dia., 20-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4734-20 Antique Bronze
19-1/2" dia., 16-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 61", wire 8'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4735-20 Antique Bronze
23" dia., 17-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 62", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT

P5113-20 Antique Bronze
4" dia., 5-3/4" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain or stem 63", wire 8'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

PAIR WITH

- 5-Light Drum Shade

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE

P3748-09 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
12-1/2" dia., 10-3/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 24", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT PENDANT

P3914-09 Brushed Nickel
15" dia., 20-5/8" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 66", wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4440-09 Brushed Nickel
18 1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4441-09 Brushed Nickel
20-1/2" dia., 15" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4627-09 Brushed Nickel
27-3/4" dia., 20-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 60", wire 8'.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P4734-09 Brushed Nickel
19-1/2" dia., 16-1/2" ht.;
Overall ht. w/chain 61", wire 8'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.
FINISH
- Brushed Nickel - 09
- Antique Bronze - 20

THREE-LIGHT FOYER
P3928-09 Brushed Nickel
P3928-20 Antique Bronze
10” dia., 16” ht.,
Overall ht. w/chain 61”; wire 8’.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT FOYER
P3929-09 Brushed Nickel
P3929-20 Antique Bronze
15” dia., 24” ht.,
Overall ht. w/chain 87”; wire 10’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

WALL BRACKET
P2706-09 Brushed Nickel
P2706-20 Antique Bronze
5” W., 7-1/2” ht.,
Extends 6-1/2”, H/CTR 2-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
Simplified frame with updated styling and elegant etched glass shades.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 09
- Polished Chrome - 15
- Antique Bronze - 20

ALSO IN Collections

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P2706-09 Brushed Nickel
P2706-15 Polished Chrome
P2706-20 Antique Bronze
5” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-5/8”. One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P2707-09 Brushed Nickel
P2707-15 Polished Chrome
P2707-20 Antique Bronze
12” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-1/2”. Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P2708-09 Brushed Nickel
P2708-15 Polished Chrome
P2708-20 Antique Bronze
24” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-1/2”. Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P2709-09 Brushed Nickel
P2709-15 Polished Chrome
P2709-20 Antique Bronze
30” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-1/2”. Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT BATH
P2713-09 Brushed Nickel
P2713-15 Polished Chrome
P2713-20 Antique Bronze
36” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-1/2”. Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SIX-LIGHT BATH
P2714-09 Brushed Nickel
P2714-15 Polished Chrome
P2714-20 Antique Bronze
48” W., 7-1/2” ht.
Extends 6-1/2”. H/CTR 2-1/2”. Six medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
Sleek frame features updated styling and elegant etched glass shades.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
- **P350088-009-30** Brushed Nickel
- **P350088-015-30** Polished Chrome
- **P350088-020-30** Antique Bronze

Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
12-7/8" dia., 10-3/8" ht., Overall ht. w/chain 50", wire 10'.
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 1276 source lumens.

*All fixtures: [JA8]*
Sleek frame features updated styling and elegant etched glass shades.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**

- **P3748-09** Brushed Nickel
- **P3748-20** Antique Bronze

Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
13" dia., 10-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 24"; wire 6'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.